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By The Numbers:

75+ People: Students, Skilled Contributors, Recently Unemployed Finance Experts

5 Working Groups: [ Curriculum Development ] | [ Innovation, Technology and Infrastructure ] | [ Operations and Logistics ] | [ Health Systems and Service Delivery ] | [ Outreach ]

15 Continents: Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Ethiopia, Malawi, Uganda, Liberia, Tanzania, Mexico, India, Nepal, United States … upcoming opportunities in the middle east, eastern europe.

Nonstop learning experience: We encourage trying out new areas/skills as part of team-oriented group work
Curricular Development Group

**Phase 1:**

- Development of Community Based Health Worker / Trainer of Trainer Curricula for Millennium Villages

**Phase 2:**

- Adaptation of materials for Millennium Cities

- Development of Materials for Clinic Based Health Workers

**Phase 3:**

- Translation of Materials, Further Adaptation and Extension of Support and Partnerships
Curricular Development Group

Common Vocabulary Platform

- Socially-Minded Corporations
- Community Organizations
- Colleges & Universities
- High Schools
Innovation, Technology and Infrastructure Group

Industrial Designers
Computer Scientists
Engineers
Public Health Doctors
College Students
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Core Health Systems Thought

Community Action!

Millennium Villages

The Earth Institute
AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
How You Can Join Now

Global Health Lab
Uniting Systems Thought With Community Action

www.ghlab.org

zyOzy
activating youth in a global fight against extreme poverty

www.zyozy.org
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